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The punishment list 1. Anna and the headmaster p. 5 2. A maid of two masters p. 14 3. Sanctuary lost p. 26
4. The girl behind the counter p. 34 5. The punishment list p. 37 6. The occupation p. 57 7. The green slip p.
64 8. Five stars, six stripes
The Punishment List: a collection of spanking stories
taps. A real spanking might have done some good.â€• As the words left her mouth, she couldnâ€™t believe
that she had said it. Neither could Dan. He asked her to explain her idea of a real spanking. Sandy hesitated
before she answered, but what choices did she have at this point. â€œWell first any really spanking has to be
on the bare bottom.
Sandy Spanked at the Office - ASSTR
Wanted to give a big thanks for those who are posting magazine letters, especially Mr. Magazine. My
discovery of that publication sometime in the 60s was a big moment in my life. Not familiar with Our Romance
or Thrilling Confessions-before my time or something-but they are good too.
Magazine Letters - Spanking Library
of using spanking as a disciplinary tool. These six points, plus others, would make up the content of the
chapter on spanking if we could write the book again, or when Pinon Press decides to update the book.
Please feel free to reproduce this letter and provide it for others who happen to be interested in the Love and
Logic position on spanking.
Love and Logic Position on the Use of Spanking as a
Imagine then, finding this magazine that, month after month, featured spanking anecdotes in its "Letters"
section. Forget that the letters were obviously fiction and outrageously over-the-top. It was like finding an
oasis in a desert.
Rollin Hand's Disciplinary Tales: Letters to MR. Magazine
Charlotte returns home so her Mum can deal with her Punishment Letter, but it doesn't go to plan This is the
third story in the current series about Mrs Denver. She has disciplined three adults, as well as giving
42-year-old Jenny Howe her second punishment.
Charlotteâ€™s Punishment Letter - ff discipline arousal
Spanking Letters No.25 spanking action and stories Plus more... Â£29.99 . Add to cart. Add to Wishlist . Add
to Compare. NOW SOLD! Spanking Letters No.26 . Spanking Letters No.26 schoolgirl punishment and father
knows best Plus more... Â£29.99 . More info. Add to Wishlist . Add to Compare.
Spanking Letters - Rambooks
The Letter. by Flatfish â€œCome on Natalie, what have you got me for my birthday?â€• â€œJames, itâ€™s
a secret. You will find out soon.â€• James reached into the box of Natalieâ€™s old school work and pulled
out a file.
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